
Year Six Home Learning Pack Spring Three Part 4 
1. Circle  the correct verb form in each underlined pair to complete these 

sentences. 

The last place I saw Jack was/were in the playground.  

At the museum, there was/were many interesting things.  

The bikes was/were lined up for the start of the race 

2. Write 4 subordinating conjunctions.  

a)____________   b) ______________   c)____________   d) _________ 

 

Choose a subordinating conjunction to complete this sentence  

Susan decided to walk ______________ it was a lovely day. 

3. Decide which sentence is  a statement, command, exclamation 

What a spectacular sunset   

Put the books away.  

Do not touch the paint until it is dry.  
 

4. Replace the underlined words with appropriate pronouns. 
For his birthday, James visited his grandparents and his grandparents took James  

to the cinema. 

 

5. Tick the sentence which is the  most formal  

Would you like to come to our daughter’s wedding?  

Our daughters getting married-please come! 

Your presence is requested at the wedding of our daughter. 

We’d love you to join us for our daughter’s wedding. 

6.Circle the two antonyms 

What looked like a worthless collection of rusty metal turned out to 

include ancient coins and valuable jewellery. 

 
6. Underline the group of words that are a subordinate clause 

We planted the parsley next to the mint 

If you want to, you can walk with us . 

This is the best fishing spot we have found 

We change places when the bell rings. 

 

Sentence Apostrophe for a 

possession 

Apostrophe for a 

contracted form 

Where is Karen’s pen?   

Joshua’s hungry.   

Please get the dog’s dinner.   

The cat’s outside   
 

7. Circle the relative pronoun, underline the relative clause, punctuate these sentences correctly. 

The boy who I met at the park is in my class. 



 

The mountain which could be seen in the distance had snow on it. 
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Our Science Project is about Space, this time round I would like you to make a factfile 

about the different planets in our Solar System, Scientist used to think we had 9 

planets in our Solar System , Pluto being the smallest and furthest one away. However as 

technology has improved we have found lots of little planets at the edge of our Solar 

System some as bigger or bigger than Pluto, so scientists decide to downgrade Pluto to a 

dwarf planet. So officially there are now eight major planets in our solar system. 

Everyday things change an recently we discovered a tenth large planet that scientists 

think lies at the edge of our system, so we will have keep learning.  



And some more 





 


